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Abstract

In the spring of 2020, countries around the world were forced to go into lockdown due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Schools were forced to close their doors and quickly shift from face to face to online instruction at all levels of education. Physical education teachers had to immediately transition from in-person classroom instruction to remote teaching without time for adequate planning and with little or no training. The purpose of this synthesis is to review the literature on the global experiences of physical education teachers with remote instruction during the Covid-19 pandemic.
Chapter 1 - Introduction

In March 2020, Covid-19 forced countries around the world to go into a lockdown. The World Health Organization declared the Covid-19 outbreak a global pandemic as it spread across 100 countries and territories around the world (Verma, 2020). By April 2020, at least 42 states and Washington, D.C., enacted policies to close all non-essential businesses, schools, cultural and sporting events in the United States in order to slow the spread of this disease (Moreland, 2020). The rapid spread of this disease affected all aspects of society worldwide. The pandemic caused human suffering, death, mental health issues, social distancing, shortages of products, business closures, and changes in how we learn and work. It has impacted more than 94% of the world’s student population affecting nearly 1.6 billion learners in more than 200 countries (Pokhrel, 2021). Throughout this nation, school closures interrupted traditional schooling for all public and private K-12 students affecting more than 50 million students (Zviedrite et al., 2021).

The pandemic prompted an emergency transition from traditional to distance learning at all levels of education, called emergency remote teaching (Hodges et al., 2020). Teachers had to immediately change from in-person classroom instruction to remote teaching without time for adequate planning (Seabra et al., 2021). Physical education teachers had to find ways to quickly adapt their planned traditional teaching methods to online instruction with little or no training. This was especially challenging because physical education content required a large space and in-class grouping that encouraged socialization among pupils (Richards et al., 2020). The global experiences of physical education teachers during school closures provided insight into the transition to emergency remote teaching.

Statement of the Problem
As previously stated, Covid-19 prompted emergency remote teaching at all levels of education (Hodges et al., 2020). Physical educators had to quickly adapt to a new way of teaching physical education during the nation-wide lockdown without time for adequate planning (Seabra et al., 2021). They had to overcome obstacles and find ways to deliver quality physical education to their students using remote instruction.

**Purpose of the Study**

The purpose of this synthesis is to review the literature on the global experiences of physical education teachers with remote instruction during the Covid-19 pandemic.

**Operational Definitions**

1. Traditional schooling – in person classroom instruction
2. Teachers’ experience – their perception, attitude
3. Remote learning/instruction – distance learning/instruction, online learning/instruction

**Research Questions**

1. What were the experiences of physical education teachers as they adapted to remote instruction during school closures?
2. How can physical educators be better prepared for remote instruction in another emergency?

**Delimitations**

1. The articles used in this synthesis were both peer reviewed and full text.
2. The articles reviewed were published between 2019 – 2023.
3. Peer reviewed scholarly articles focused on physical education teachers’ experiences/perceptions during Covid-19 pandemic with remote teaching.
Chapter 2 – Methods and Procedures

The purpose of this chapter is to review the methods and procedures used to determine the experiences of physical education teachers with remote instruction during the Covid-19 pandemic. The studies collected for this synthesis were located using the EBSCO database from The SUNY Brockport’s Drake Library. Within the EBSCO database the following databases were searched: Academic Search Complete and SPORTDiscus, ERIC, Google Scholar, and KSSPE Library Search. A combined search of the databases produced thousands of articles.

Keywords were used in the search in order to reduce the number of articles. These keywords included physical education, physical education teachers, Covid-19 and remote teaching. Physical education and Covid-19 were the two most important search words to begin the research process. Additional keywords physical education teachers and remote teaching were used to narrow the search further.

The first search conducted was in the Academic Search Complete and SPORTDiscus databases. The keywords used were physical education and Covid-19. This search resulted in 4,976 hits. To reduce the results, physical education teachers and Covid-19 were applied. This resulted in 717 articles. To further reduce the number of articles, physical education teachers and Covid-19 and remote teaching were added. This search returned 80 results. Additional filters were added. Results were limited to full-text, and peer reviewed articles published between 2019-2023. The results were reduced to 35 articles and 4 were used for this synthesis.

A second search was in the ERIC database. The same filters were applied: full-text and peer reviewed articles published between 2019-2023. The keywords were physical education teachers and Covid-19 and remote teaching. The search resulted in 27 articles and 2 were used for this synthesis.
The third search was in Google Scholar. The same filters were applied: full-text and peer reviewed articles published between 2019-2023. The keywords were “physical education teachers” during Covid-19 “remote teaching”. This resulted in 455 hits. To decrease the number of articles, the keywords “physical education teachers” during Covid-19 “remote teaching” experiences were applied. This produced 391 results. To further reduce this number, keywords were rearranged to read “physical education teachers’ experiences” during Covid-19 “remote teaching”. The articles were reduced to 53 and 3 were used for this synthesis.

The fourth search was done through the KSSPE Library Search database. The keywords were physical education teachers and Covid-19 or pandemic which produced 1,328 hits. The search continued with the following filters: peer-reviewed journals, available online, 2019-2023, and expand search results beyond Drake Library. “Physical education teachers” and Covid-19 or pandemic resulted in 179 hits. To further reduce this search, the keywords “physical education teachers” and Covid-19 and remote were applied and produced 30 articles and 2 were used for this synthesis.

Eleven articles were selected through the search process. They were selected based on the appropriateness to the topic. The articles had to relate to physical education teachers, Covid-19 or coronavirus or pandemic, and remote teaching. Seven additional articles were used for background information in Chapter 1.

The articles selected were from the following journals: Journal of Teaching in Physical Education (3 articles), Journal of Healthy Eating and Active Living (1 article), The physical Educator (1 article), Journal of School Health (1 article), International Education Studies (1 article), Journal of Physical Education and Sport (1 article), Journal of Online Learning
The critical mass for this synthesis consisted of 9,197 general physical education teachers. They taught elementary, middle, and secondary grades in public schools. Data was collected in the United States as well as in Korea, Turkey, and Spain. Studies in this synthesis were conducted using both qualitative and quantitative approaches. Individual and group interviews, semi-structured interviews, questionnaires, online surveys, multiple choice questions, and Likert scales were used to gather data. The following methods were used to analyze the data: inductive and deductive, open, axial, core, and selective coding, descriptive statistics, content analysis, Atlas Ti, constant comparison, chi-square, binary logistic regressions, collaborative data analysis, SPSS version 26, and thematic analysis.
Chapter 3 – Review of Literature

The purpose of this chapter is to present a review of literature on the global experiences of physical education teachers with remote instruction during the initial phase of the Covid-19 pandemic. In March 2020, the pandemic caused disruptions to everyday life around the world including schooling. Governments closed schools, face-to-face instruction ended, and teachers transitioned to emergency remote instruction. Hodges et al. (2020) described emergency remote teaching as “a temporary shift of instructional delivery to an alternate delivery mode due to crisis circumstances”. It is not the same as regular online instruction that is well planned and designed to be an online course. Emergency remote instruction was an involuntary shift of instruction due to an emergency. Physical education teachers had to drastically change how they delivered instruction and they found aspects of teaching more challenging during remote instruction. Their experiences from the initial transition in March 2020 from teaching face-to-face to teaching from home were analyzed. The following occurring themes will be reviewed: Lack of teacher support, inequality, lack of student accountability, need for professional development, positive outcomes, and how physical educators can be better prepared for future emergencies.

Lack of Teacher Support

When school buildings closed due to the pandemic, teachers had to adapt to unexpected teaching conditions. Physical education teachers indicated a need for clarity and guidance from their supervisors but they did not get clear direction from their administrators who were also trying to figure out what to do and how to do it. Simonton et al. (2022) sampled 10 certified physical education (PE) teachers, who taught in the Southeastern part of the United States, over a period of six months. Five were men and five women. The purpose of this study was to understand their day-to-day experiences from the lens of teaching during a pandemic. Data
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collection included a pre/post semester semi-structured interview and ongoing critical incidence reports. Critical incidence reports contained notes describing any situation that the participants felt their physical education program, teaching, or students were impacted positively or negatively over the semester as it related to teaching during Covid-19. Interview data were collected using phone/online video conferencing software. Teachers were asked to participate in two 30–45-minute sessions. The interviews targeted teachers’ emotions and asked, “How have you felt while teaching and what has caused you to feel that way?” All interview transcripts and critical incident forms were analyzed using both inductive and deductive techniques. Simonton et al. (2022) reported that most PE teachers could not understand how physical education could be taught or learned virtually, and that minimal administrative support made teachers feel helpless as they did not know what to teach.

In a similar study, Lopez-Fernandez et al. (2023) interviewed 12 Spanish (11 men and one woman) public school secondary physical education teachers in Spain. Their purpose was to explore the reality from several PE teachers’ perspectives and to reflect on the type of physical education that the global pandemic influenced. The online semi-structured interviews involved groups of two to four teachers for approximately 63 minutes. The interviews were recorded and transcribed. Data analysis used inductive and deductive approaches. The findings indicated that teachers were forced to teach online and to quickly acquire training not only in digital technology but also in teaching content that was not familiar to them. They reported that the training seemed ineffective.

In addition, Centeio et al. (2021) investigated PE teachers’ perceptions of implementing PE during the Covid-19 pandemic as well as to explore their needs with regard to support for future teaching experiences. Physical education teachers (4,302) from 50 states in the United
States participated in a study that consisted of multiple choice and four open-ended questions. The open-ended questions focused on teachers’ successes, barriers, personal development, and concerns. The survey was designed using Google forms and distributed online. Qualitative and quantitative analysis, collaborative data analysis, and inductive and deductive coding were used. Results of the study showed many educators felt unprepared and unsupported since there was a lack of clear school, district, and state-level policies specific to physical education.

Similarly, a study by Johnson et al. (2021) expressed the frustration that physical education teachers had with remote teaching. An online open-ended questionnaire was sent to 215 physical education teachers in California, New Mexico, and Texas. The two open-ended questions allowed the teachers to respond to the types of support they received during the transition to remote teaching and their concerns. Qualitative data using the constant comparative method was used to analyze data inductively as well as open and axial coding methods. The results revealed that teachers made it clear they were unhappy and frustrated with how distance learning was handled at state and district levels. There was a lack of clear, consistent communication from the people in charge (Johnson et al., 2021).

Kuhn et al. (2022) also reported in their study the lack of teacher support during school closures. An electronic survey was sent via email to 134 public school physical education teachers representing 26 states. Responses were on a five-point Likert-type scale. Descriptive analysis, binary logistic regression, and SPSS version 26 were used for analysis. Results showed that prior to the pandemic, physical educators had external supports such as equipment, funding, school and district leadership, and policies. However, physical education supports declined substantially in the Spring of 2020 during school closures.

Inequality
As schools shifted to an online format, many students struggled not just academically but because they lacked either access to the internet or to suitable devices for online instruction. Physical educators worldwide expressed their concern about their students not having access to technology because high-speed internet was essential to deliver online physical education. Students from lower-income families and rural areas either lacked devices or had limited or no access to an internet connection. When schools closed due to the pandemic, 20.8% of low-income households in the United States with school-aged children did not have a high-speed internet connection (Lai & Widmar, 2021). Disparities also existed between the types of devices and software that were used in students’ homes. Students from low-income households were likely to access the internet from a smartphone than from a computer and this limited them in an online learning environment because they could not access all the necessary features.

Kaya (2021) conducted a study in Turkey in order to examine the opinions of physical education teachers about the remote education of schools due to the Covid-19 pandemic, and the remote teaching of physical education lessons. The opinions of physical education teachers about the remote process, the problems they encountered, and the advantages and disadvantages of the process were studied. Data were collected face-to-face from 20 physical education teachers, 8 females and 12 males. The interview consisted of four questions which were recorded using a tape recorder. Descriptive and content analysis methods were used to analyze the data. The findings revealed that teachers were concerned with issues of equity. Distance education did not provide equal opportunities for every student, and students living in rural areas appeared to be more disadvantaged. Every student did not have a computer or internet access to continue their online education, and this situation created inequalities in educational opportunities. Similarly, Johnson et al. (2021) reported that there is a digital divide in America since some students did
not have access to devices and high-speed internet at home. Although school districts provided laptops and tablets and mobile hotspots for students who needed devices and internet access, students were having difficulty accessing videos. Centeio et al. (2021) stated that only 40% of students had access to technology/internet and physical education teachers struggled with communicating with students that did not have technology.

Similar results were found in a study conducted by Vilchez et al. (2020). The purpose of the study was to characterize public school physical education teachers’ perspectives on physical education via distance learning during the Covid-19 pandemic. Semi-structured interviews were conducted via video conferencing lasting 30 – 60 minutes with 15 physical education teachers in California. The interviews were audio recorded and notes were taken to document nonverbal communication. The findings agreed with Kaya (2021), Johnson et al. (2021), and Centeio et al. (2021) that remote learning highlighted inequalities since some students did not have access to resources such as a computer, internet access, and hardware/software devices.

Lack of Student Accountability

A common concern of physical education teachers was that many students did not participate, and they found it nearly impossible to hold students accountable for incomplete assignments or non-participation. In a study by Foye and Grenier (2021), 15 physical education teachers (11 males, 4 females) from three different New England states participated in the study. They were elementary and secondary PE teachers. Data were collected through semi-structured interviews which lasted between 50 – 60 minutes. Each participant was interviewed once over Zoom videoconferencing software. Data analysis was performed using thematic analysis, open coding, axial coding, and selective coding. A lack of student accountability was perceived to be the biggest obstacle to success in online physical education. Teachers were frustrated regarding
the number of students who did not participate in online PE and attributed this to a vague message from administrators that participation in PE was optional. Teachers expected students to participate but indicated that there were no consequences for students who did not attend online classes. Eventually, a district level decision was made that everyone should receive a passing grade.

Similarly, Kim et al. (2021) reported that PE teachers were told by their principals that formal assessments were not mandatory for art, music, and physical education and the district was not giving grades. As a result, it was difficult for PE teachers to hold students accountable and this caused a lack of student participation and a high rate of absenteeism in their classes. Likewise, Kuhn et al. (2022) adds support to the studies of Foye and Grenier (2021) and Kim et al. (2021) by reporting that pre-pandemic 2019–early 2020, PE teachers estimated an average attendance of 94%. During the Spring of 2020, the estimated average attendance was 38% which is in line with national data.

In the study by Centeio et al. (2021) a significant number of physical education teachers expressed concern over the lack of participation and accountability of students. Teachers were assigning work but the response rate from students was low. It was hard to hold the students accountable because there was no enforcement policy. Once the administration said it wasn’t going to grade PE, participation quickly decreased and it was impossible to hold students accountable for completing any of the work or participating in the lessons.

**Need for Professional Development**

Physical education teachers faced an unfamiliar environment with the transition to emergency remote teaching. During the almost overnight switch to remote instruction resulting from the Covid-19 pandemic, teachers used trial and error methods in providing remote
instruction (Jeong & So, 2020). Physical educators expressed the need for professional development that is specific for online physical education. Mercier et al. (2021) conducted a study of 4,362 physical education teachers who taught in the Northeast, Midwest, Southern, and Western regions of the United States. The purpose of the study was to understand PE teachers’ experiences with remote instruction in physical education during the initial outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic. A link to the survey was distributed using Google Forms. Response options included Likert-type scales, multiple choice, yes/no, and open-ended responses. Both qualitative and quantitative analysis were used. The findings indicated that continued support for physical education teachers through professional development sessions is needed to become more effective remote instructors and to help them deliver quality remote physical education instruction. Johnson et al. (2021) stated that physical educators must have meaningful professional development to advance as educators and to meet the specific needs of their online students.

In a Korean study by Jeong and So (2020), six middle and high school physical education teachers were selected. The purpose of the study was to identify the difficulties of middle and high school online physical education classes due to the pandemic and suggest ways to efficiently manage future online physical education classes in Korea. Online videos of their physical education classes, individual and group interviews, and participants’ journals were examined. Inductive analysis was used focusing on open coding, axial coding, and core coding. The findings were similar to those from the United States. Physical educators from Korea experienced considerable confusion in their initial attempts at online instruction. Teachers were unprepared and struggled with an unfamiliar teaching method. The physical educators expressed
a need for additional training with online experts on how to integrate computers into their physical education instruction.

Similar results were found in a study conducted by Kim et al. (2021) where four male and four female certified physical education instructors from different regions of the United States were interviewed and audio recorded over the telephone using a semi-structured format for 45 to 55 minutes. These interviews were transcribed verbatim. The purpose of this study was to examine PE teachers’ experiences and perceptions of online teaching during the Covid-19 pandemic when they went from face-to-face physical education to online teaching. Data were analyzed using open, axial, and selective coding. The findings of this study showed that the teachers expressed the need for professional development with technology. Although some PE teachers had some knowledge of technology, there was a gap between knowing technology and applying it to online teaching (Kim et al. 2021). It was difficult for them to alter the physical education content that they have taught face-to-face and apply it to online teaching. The lack of technological experiences and knowledge demonstrated their need for professional development in this area.

Kaya (2021) also reported how the physical education teachers in Turkey felt inadequate in front of their students when face-to-face physical education was switched to online teaching. They reported feeling foreign to this situation, desperate, and they did not know what to do because they were inexperienced. The physical educators stated that professional development related to technology was needed to overcome these problems.

**Positive Outcomes**

Few studies from the critical mass reported positive experiences for physical education teachers with remote teaching but overcoming and learning technology was listed as one of their
biggest successes during the Covid-19 pandemic. This online teaching experience forced physical educators to develop technological skills. The pandemic forced physical educators to learn remotely and use technology in their lessons (Kaya, 2021). Teachers reported that being able to transition to a digital learning environment, and to go from face-to-face teaching, and switching with little preparation, has been their success (Centeio et al., 2021). Teachers were required to learn platforms such as Zoom, Google Classroom, and YouTube to connect with their students. Vilchez et al. (2020) reported that online delivery of physical education forced teachers to integrate technology into their teaching and many educators reported that they would like to use technology in the future.

A second success for physical education teachers during emergency remote teaching was cooperation. The start of the Covid-19 pandemic forced PE teachers to leave their comfort zone and search for alternative ways to present their lessons. Since there was no formal training, they had to find ways to deliver meaningful remote physical education. Due to the pandemic, a sense of community emerged and teachers who did not know one another started sharing teaching resources, units of learning, and teaching ideas (Lopez-Fernandez et al., 2023). In Spain, support groups were created for physical education teachers so that they could exchange resources. Physical education teachers came together, their connections to other colleagues improved, and they were much more generous when it came to sharing their work and their own ideas. This was an opportunity to strengthen a lost sense of community among physical education teachers (Lopez-Fernandez et al., 2023). In Turkey, Kaya (2021) reported that the physical education community provided training and help to teachers who had difficulty creating content in the early stage of online classes. To overcome limited online teaching content, physical education teachers
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worked together with their colleagues daily. They got together and shared ideas by figuring out things that went well, what went wrong, and fixing it. (Kim et al., 2021).

Preparation for Future Emergencies

In the Spring of 2020, school districts across the United States as well as world-wide were forced to quickly shift to an online teaching format. Data indicated that physical education teachers were unprepared for this switch and needed assistance. Those who received assistance in the form of professional development during the school closures criticized the training they received because it was geared toward classroom teachers (Johnson et al., 2021). What they needed was professional development that was specifically designed for physical educators.

Understanding what physical education teachers experienced during the Covid-19 pandemic is important so that teachers can provide the best PE environment for all students if faced with this situation again (Centeio et al., 2021).

To be better prepared for another school lockdown, ongoing professional development for physical educators is necessary to help them align an online curriculum with standards and to create engaging lessons that encourage active student participation (Johnson et al., 2021). In a study conducted by Kuhn et al. (2022) it was reported that physical education teachers should be offered more professional development for remote teaching so that they are better able to adapt to the changes in program delivery which will improve the amount of physical activity opportunities provided to students. Likewise, Vilchez et al. (2020) reported that physical educators discussed the need for training to learn how to creatively rework their lessons to meet the state’s standards when teaching remotely. The importance of continuing professional development for PE teachers is also reported in the study by Kim et al. (2021). Due to the lack of technological experiences and knowledge, it is recommended that more professional
development or seminars be available for PE teachers to enhance technological ability. They also reported that continued collaborative work between physical education teachers can be a significant factor in improving online teaching. Similarly, Vilchez et. al (2021) suggested educators connect with teachers via online platforms created by their school districts and to utilize social media platforms to connect with educators outside their network. In addition, they suggested that leading organizations for physical education including the Society of Health and Physical Educators (SHAPE) America and the California Association for Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance (CAPHERD) set standards for the physical education curriculum, provide guidance for virtual instruction and assessment, and offer professional development tools to educators. Kaya (2021) expressed that additional training for physical education teachers is important to adapt and design new instructional online activities and reduce the anxiety experienced by teachers. Hodges et al. (2020) reported that the most important suggestion made by physical education teachers was for schools to regularly incorporate digital learning days into the school year to help them prepare for any sudden change to remote instruction. If technology is used at home during the school year, it would not be new to students and teachers during emergency situations.

Another recommendation to be better prepared for a school closing deals with teacher preparation programs. Teacher education programs should be examined to better prepare physical education teacher education (PETE) students to successfully use digital technologies (Mercier et al., 2021). Programs should be revamped to improve the digital literacy of future educators. Foye and Grenier (2021) recommended that PETE programs closely examine the curriculum with the goal to better prepare students for the potential of teaching in an online environment. Likewise, Kuhn et al. (2022) stated the need for physical education teacher
preparation programs to reflect the current educational technology used in schools, so teachers arrive confident and experienced with remote teaching. Webster et al. (2021) reported that teacher preparation programs must now incorporate learning experiences that focus on using various videoconferencing platforms (Microsoft Teams, Blackboard Collaborate, Zoom, and Webex) and on various digital devices (desktops, laptops, tablets, and smartphones). Becoming proficient with these digital tools for online physical education is imperative.

**Summary**

Research has shown that physical education teachers found emergency remote teaching more challenging than face-to-face instruction. School closings are likely to happen again and physical educators must feel comfortable teaching face-to-face as well as remotely. It is important to understand their experiences during the initial school closures and listen to their recommendations so that physical educators would be better prepared for another crisis.
Chapter 4 – Discussion, Conclusion, and Recommendations

The purpose of this chapter is to present the results of the review of literature on the global experiences of physical education teachers with remote instruction during the Covid-19 pandemic and how these results align with the purported research questions which guided this synthesis project. In addition, recommendations for future research as it relates to the experiences of physical educators are presented.

The results of this review of literature revealed a few common themes. The research consistently indicated that physical education teachers found the shift to remote teaching frustrating during the initial school closures. They were unprepared and needed support to transfer face-to-face teaching to online instruction. A second theme mentioned was inequality. Every student did not have access to the necessary and updated technological devices and to an internet connection. Without these devices, physical educators could not meet the needs of all their students. The lack of student resources led to a third theme, lack of student accountability. It was impossible for teachers to hold students accountable for non-attendance, non-participation, and incomplete assignments. A fourth theme consistently emerged throughout the research indicating that physical educators lacked technological experience and training, and that professional development in this area was crucial.

Although most literature in this study reported the negative experiences of physical education teachers during Covid-19, there were some successes. The pandemic forced teachers to develop technological skills, and it created a supportive community among physical educators.

Discussion

Interpretations
As part of this literature review, two research questions were posed. The first research question was, what were the experiences of physical education teachers as they adapted to remote instruction during school closures? The results of the literature review showed that physical education teachers faced an abnormal environment with the sudden switch to emergency remote teaching. It was a stressful time for them because they had to provide quality physical education to their students using an unfamiliar platform.

The participants in this literature review expressed unfavorable experiences regarding online teaching during the Covid-19 pandemic. They needed assistance but did not have the administrative support commonly available to them. Simonton et al. (2022) reported that physical educators received superficial and not tangible support. Lopez-Fernandez et al. (2023) stated that the support the physical educators received was, in general, ineffective. According to Kuhn et al. (2022) the presence of external supports for teachers existed prior to the pandemic but there was a lack of these supports during the pandemic.

Another concern of physical education teachers was issues of equity. As schools changed from face-to-face instruction to an online format, inequality became obvious. Kaya (2021) stated that distance learning does not provide equal opportunities for every student. Students from lower-income families either lacked or had limited access to an internet connection (Centeio et al. 2021). Students required access to the internet and a suitable device in order to participate remotely and some students did not have access to devices and high-speed internet at home (Johnson et al. 2021).

Holding students accountable for learning was a challenge physical educators faced with the online environment. Foye and Grenier (2021) reported that the biggest obstacle to success in
online physical education was student accountability, and in the spring of 2020, a substantial decline in student attendance and participation was reported by Kuhn et al. (2022).

Many participants in this literature review were faced with challenges because they had limited or no online training and expressed the need for professional development. Mercier et al. (2021) indicated that PE teachers felt unprepared and desired assistance in learning about best practices for delivering remote instruction. Kim et al. (2021) reported that despite the participants’ knowledge of physical education, it was difficult for them to alter the content that they have taught face-to-face for online teaching. The sudden change to online classes left teachers unprepared and struggling with unfamiliar teaching methods (Jeong and So, 2020). The participants in the study by Vilchez et al. (2021) indicated a need for professional development in technology training to increase their comfort with technology platforms.

The Covid-19 pandemic brought about sudden changes that were challenging for physical education teachers but there were positive outcomes that were also reported. Lopez-Fernandez et al. (2023) reported that a sense of community emerged and teachers that you didn’t even know started sharing ideas and resources. Kaya (2021), Centeio et al. (2021) and Vilchez et al. (2020) all reported that the online experience forced physical educators to develop technological skills, improve online teaching skills, and provided an opportunity for them to be better PE teachers.

The second research question was, how can physical education teachers be better prepared for remote instruction in another emergency? The results of this literature review highlighted the importance of professional training for remote teaching so that physical educators are better prepared to adapt to changes in the way physical education is delivered. Vilchez et al. (2021) reported that educators expressed a need for professional development that focuses on technology platforms and virtual teaching. To be better prepared, ongoing professional
development for physical educators is necessary to help them gain digital skills and to learn how to meet the state’s curriculum standards in a remote environment. The need for understanding the role of technology in an online environment was at the top of teachers’ minds (Centeio et. al. 2021), and physical education teachers want professional development geared towards them so they can be ready to successfully connect with their students remotely during another shutdown.

In addition to ongoing professional development, participants in this literature review recognized the need for teacher preparation programs to expand the curriculum and address the skills, methods and techniques needed for online PE teaching. Foye and Grenier (2021) recommended that physical education teacher education programs examine the curriculum to better prepare students for the possibility of having to teach online. Future teachers would then be able to provide continuity of learning for online students, and the stress of transitioning to emergency remote teaching would be reduced for both student and teacher.

Implications

Research on the experiences of physical education teachers during the Covid-19 pandemic is still evolving. Since the initial closing of schools in 2020, there have been few studies and a lack of literature in this area. However, the findings of the literature review for this synthesis agree that there will likely be future public health emergencies and natural disasters and this will create the need for online physical education. The results provided support for the importance of providing physical educators training in technology and virtual platforms so physical education teachers can make the transition from traditional to remote instruction effectively when emergency remote teaching is required. The literature also indicated that physical education teacher education programs should include in their curriculum how to teach
PE effectively in an online setting. The goal would be to better prepare potential physical education teachers for distance instruction in a likely emergency.

**Recommendations for Future Research**

In reviewing the data base on the global experiences of physical education teachers with remote instruction during the Covid-19 pandemic the following limitations were noted regarding the studies under review. The pandemic related shutdown started in March and questionnaires were distributed rapidly so it would reach teachers before they left for their summer breaks which occurred the end of May in some states. It was likely that many teachers did not respond due to the difficulties of teaching online during a pandemic. Another limitation was that the studies were limited to physical educators working in public schools. These findings may not be generalizable to other education systems. Also, higher education teachers were not recruited in these studies. Their experiences of online teaching may be different from elementary, middle, and high school physical ed teachers. In one study, data were collected from participants in three states. A second study collected data from PE teachers working in New England states. Both of these studies were limited because regional data samples cannot be generalized.

Based on these limitations and other insights related to the literature the following recommendations for future research should be considered:

1. With time to prepare during the summer, physical education teachers might have different responses to the questionnaires that were distributed at the onset of the pandemic. A follow-up study to see how teachers’ experiences changed with more preparation for remote instruction would be beneficial for future PE instruction.

2. In order to make the findings more generalizable, future studies should collect data from physical education teachers who work in non-public schools, from those working in
higher institutions, as well as teachers with varying teaching ability, experience, and
diverse school populations.

3. Future studies should collect data from teachers in other regions of the United States as
well as globally since the results might differ. Studies comparing and analyzing different
countries’ experiences can aid in providing effective online physical education classes.

4. Future studies should focus on the development of best practices for remote learning in
physical education to help teachers deliver effective remote PE instruction when required.

**Summary**

The purpose of this literature review was to determine the global experiences of physical
education teachers with remote instruction during the Covid-19 pandemic. Delimiting
variables were used to do an exhaustive data-based search which yielded 11 articles. These
articles were then systematically used to determine the global experiences of physical
education teachers with remote instruction during the Covid-19 pandemic. Research revealed
the transition to online physical education both in the United States and overseas during the
Covid-19 pandemic was challenging for many PE teachers. This was primarily due to a lack
of digital experience, teacher support, student access to the internet using updated devices,
student accountability, and professional development in instructional technology specific to
physical education. Although most participants reported unfavorable online experiences,
there were some successes. Overcoming and learning technology was their greatest success
and a sense of community emerged as physical education teachers shared resources and
teaching ideas. By examining the research on what did or didn’t work during the pandemic, a
smoother transition to remote instruction can occur in a likely future emergency.
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